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Innovation breeds resilience. This program helps organisations become resilient to
unexpected change/disruption. The program helps professionals treat change is an
opportunity via increasing their confidence and knowledge of innovation. They are
equipped with a toolkit to apply their learnings from the program at their workplace.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Innovate From Within - Resilient Organisations is
designed by SSE to help participants understand
how being innovative can be the key to responding
confidently to unexpected changes in their work
environment. Through this program, participants
will learn to:
Identify the changes in their work environment;
Understand what it takes to become resilient
to change and see change as an opportunity;
Create ways to respond to change effectively
using the toolkits;
Encourage ideas and creative thinking in their
teams.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Through the Innovation From Within - Resilient
Organisations program, participants will:
identify opportunities to bring positive change
through innovation;
Learn to apply innovative work practices and
procedures such as Appreciative Inquiry and
the Value Proposition Canvas (VPC) as they
solve complex problems;
Become champions for innovative thinking,
leading the creation of a work environment
and management practices that support
innovation thinking;
embed and practice a culture that encourages
implementation of good ideas and learning
from failure, instead of a ‘blame culture’;
Discuss how to turn ideas into products,
processes and services.

This program helps students develop
sought-after enterprise skills in:
Innovation as a tool for resilience
Growth mindset
Creative problem solving
Enterprising abilities
Critical thinking

ABOUT SSE
SSE is Australia’s first, and only, Government-initiated
School of Entrepreneurship. It was established to enhance
and embed growth mindsets, entrepreneurial skills, and
innovative thinking, across diverse communities. SSE’s
impressive global networks and community impact is
espoused by a unique foundation and structure; a not-forprofit organization, with founding member institutions
comprising all 11 Universities in New South Wales and
TAFE NSW.
SSE continues to bring practical, experiential and projectbased programs into schools to equip young people with
the skills and mindsets needed for the workforce of today.
SSE’s programs help the next generation of entrepreneurs
and innovators create real impact by exposing them to
challenges faced by their community and the world,
providing a framework that can be used to contribute to
the solution of those problems.
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Participants work through six modules
to complete Innovate From Within Resilient Organisations, supported all
the way by group mentoring sessions
and online learning resources.
Each of the modules is designed
to contribute to your skills growth
journey.

Mapping change
A brief introduction to the world of innovation and entrepreneurship, connecting your past
experience to the tools and processes you'll be exposed to through the program.
Impact of change
Apply frameworks to rapidly identify real-world problems and transform them into opportunities.
Understanding innovation
Learn about innovative processes and the mindset required to becoming innovative.
Ideate using toolkit
Apply prototyping tools to bring new concepts to life digitally.
Testing the solution
Identify opportunities to test the prototype in real-life scenarios and decide to persevere, pivot
or perish depending on the response.
Championing innovation
Effectively engage others in your vision of the solution and future state

PROGRAM DETAILS
Innovate From Within - Resilient Organisations is a SSE led and facilitated program with a
customisable delivery model. Supported by an industry-leading online learning platform
called SSEQuad, SSE's facilitators provide expert feedback through 1-on-1 sessions and
the online platform.
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Suggested delivery model: Blended delivery
Suggested Time: 14 hours spread over 4 weeks
Participants: Up to 50

FLEXIBILE THEMES & DELIVERY
The Innovate From Within - Resilient Organisations program design allows for flexibility to
help address the organisation's/institution's needs. The extras below are available and can
be discussed with the SSE team.
Excursions: SSE is able to run a one-day excursion to the SSE’s campus in Ultimo,
Sydney which entails a face-to-face intensive innovation session that enhances the
students' learning through individual guidance to help create a truly innovative solution.
SSE's multipurpose and dynamic workshop space will provide students with a unique
environment where creativity grows.
Industry Mentors: SSE can collaborate with your school or facilitate industry connection
where appropriate.

PROGRAM COMPLETION
Our experiential learning tasks are designed to complement and reinforce student learning.
Participants will complete short quizzes and reflections throughout the program and
participate in tasks to put their learning into action.
Upon finishing the course, students receive a certificate of completion and a verified digital
credential which they can use on their resume and LinkedIn profile.

FACILITATOR AND MENTOR
The program is designed and taught by a diverse range of expert
practitioners.
Through the latest in entrepreneurial learning techniques, the SSE
team delivers impactful outcomes and supports participant success.

Questions? Email ask@sse.edu.au or call 02 8029 1999

